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ABSTRACT
Continuous human annotations of complex human experiences are
essential for enabling psychological and machine-learned inquiry
into the humanmind, but establishing a reliable set of annotations
for analysis and ground truth generation is difficult. Measures of
consensus or agreement are often used to establish the reliability
of a collection of annotations and thereby purport their suitabil-
ity for further research and analysis. This work examines many of
the commonly used agreement metrics for continuous-scale and
continuous-time human annotations and demonstrates their short-
comings, especially in measuring agreement in general annotation
shape and structure. Annotation quality is carefully examined in a
controlledstudywhere the true target signal isknownandevidence is
presented suggesting that annotators’ perceptual distortions can be
modeled using monotonic functions. A novel measure of agreement
is proposed which is agnostic to these perceptual differences be-
tween annotators and provides unique information when assessing
agreement. We illustrate how this measure complements existing
agreement metrics and can serve as a tool for curating a reliable
collection of human annotations based on differential consensus.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Continuous human annotations have been widely employed in hu-
man behavioral machine intelligence tasks as a means to obtain a
ground truth representation of human experience of a given stim-
ulus. As online annotation tools [17] and methods for generating
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consistent ground truth representations from human annotations
[3, 5] have recently been developed, continuous human annotation is
becoming an accessible research tool for understanding the dynam-
ics of human experiences and judgments. The affective computing
community, in particular, ismaking use of these types of annotations
to produce data sets of annotated human experience and expressed
emotions. Some examples include databases for expressed emotion
prediction [6, 11, 16, 20, 23, 24], movie emotion portrayal [13], and
student engagement assessment [4], among other areas.

Assessing reliability of the annotations, or the soundness and
reproducibility of an annotation process across studies [2], is a key
step during analysis. For subjective constructs where no notion of
the true dynamics exists, reliability is often presumed when the
annotations are collected independently and exhibit sufficient agree-
ment [12], for example using the Cohen’s ^ measure. Agreement
measures are also employed for identifying and removing outlying
or potentially adversarial annotations when researchers are inter-
ested in the majority consensus about a construct’s dynamics. Quite
often, the same agreement measurement tools are used for anno-
tation selection and reliability assessment, and when annotations
are selected for analysis based on their consensus, a selection bias
is introduced that may reduce the generalizability of the results to
other studies. Sometimes similar measures are used to assess the
validity of a collection of annotations, which is a measure of the rep-
resentativeness of the annotations to the true construct dynamics.
This work will focus on inter-rater agreement measures as a tool for
finding consensus among a subset of human-produced interval-scale
continuousannotations for thepurposesof annotationcurationprior
to analysis. One of our aims is to highlight shortcomings of common
existing agreementmetrics and to present a newagreementmeasure,
based on differential analysis, which offers unique complementary
information that is potentially beneficial for curation.

Various works have observed that errors in human annotation
are not random [5, 18, 27]. Booth et al. [5] include a brief list of
observed common mistakes made by annotators in a controlled
interval-scale continuous annotation experiment, including one
observation that annotators capture trends more reliably than they
accurately assign values. This statement is partially supported by
philosophical and psychological perspectives on the fundamental
nature of human experience [18, 27]. Yannakakis et al. [25] provide
a summary and exposition of research and arguments in favor of the
underlyingordinal characterof emotional experienceandhowitmay
impact human-produced continuous annotations. Some researchers
[5, 18, 26] have found it beneficial to treat interval annotations as
ordinal ones, but so far the arguments for doing so have been its
utility and potential correspondence with the underpinnings of
human experience. Thiswork aims to help build a foundation for this
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assumption through the analysis of interval-scale continuoushuman
annotations in an experimentwhere the true target signal is known1.

The unique contributions in this work are:

(1) Analysis of the accuracy of interval-scale continuous anno-
tation output and its differentials

(2) Manifested evidence that annotator perception is modeled by
a noisy monotonic distortion function

(3) Analysis of existing agreement measures and proposal of a
newmetric offering complementary information

2 BACKGROUND
A variety of techniques have been used to assess agreement among
interval-scale continuous human annotations. Several works [1, 6,
16, 18] use Cronbach’s 𝛼 to assess inter-annotator agreement, and
the authors of [1] employ it in a crowd-sourced annotation scenario
to remove annotations which disagree with the majority cluster.
Other databases for emotion and affect recognition [10, 18, 24, 28]
use Pearson correlation alongwith different thresholding schemes to
remove low agreement annotations and try to assess reliability. Yan-
nakakis et al. employ Krippendorff’s 𝛼 to measure inter-annotator
agreement for both ordinal and interval human emotion labels [26].
Cohen’s^ coefficient thresholding is used in [8] to form a consensus
among annotators and discard outliers. Nicolaou et al. introduce a
metric called signed agreement (SAGR) for assessing the accordance
of emotional valence annotations in the SAL-DB database [20]. The
RECOLA data set employs mean squared error (MSE), Pearson cor-
relation, Cronbach’s 𝛼 , and Cohen’s ^ for assessing inter-annotator
agreement but does not use them to exclude outliers [23].

We include each of these methods in our analysis in Section 4,
and we also include Kendall’s 𝜏 and Spearman’s correlation to ex-
amine rank-based measures. Though correlation-based methods
should not be used to assess inter-annotator agreement [12], they
continue to see use in practice. To the best of our knowledge, this is
the first work closely examining annotator behavior in interval (i.e.,
value-based) continuous-time annotation tasks in order to evaluate
existing agreement measures. Development of ordinal interpreta-
tions of annotations have been conducted [18, 25, 26], but not for
the purpose of establishing a foundation for measuring agreement.

3 CHARACTERIZING INTERVAL-SCALE
CONTINUOUSHUMANANNOTATION

Before we examine the assumptions, benefits, and drawbacks of dif-
ferent agreementmeasures, we first characterize the intra-annotator
variability and noise present in interval-scale continuous human
annotations. To avoid making assumptions about the relative cor-
rectness of annotations of ambiguous stimuli, we analyze data from
[5] where annotators were asked to rate the intensity of varying
shades of green in videos. We briefly describe this data set next then
present an analysis of annotator accuracy and consistency. Finally,
we demonstrate that annotators asked to perform interval (value-
based) annotations incidentally provide reliable ordinal information.

1Source code for all analysis in this work is available from https://github.com/brandon-
m-booth/2020_annotator_agreement

3.1 Experiment: Annotating Shades of Green
In [5], ten annotators were asked to view videos of solid shades of
green varying over time and to annotate the intensity of the green
color shown in real time. Two videos, of only a fewminutes in length
each, were annotated separately by each annotator on a bounded
[0,1] scale using a computer mouse and slider user interface wid-
get. Annotations were recorded at 10Hz and down-sampled to 1Hz
for analysis. Figure 1 plots all annotations in both tasks against the
true target signal. The intra-class correlation measure ICC(k) [15]
(one-way random, average score), was used to assess the agreement
between annotators and produced a 0.97 score, suggesting extremely
high agreement. The benefits of drawbacks of this and other metrics
are revisited in Section 4. We use the 1Hz annotations and corre-
sponding true green intensity time series for both annotation tasks
in our analysis.

3.2 Qualitative Analysis
To facilitate fair comparison between the samples comprising each
annotation,wefirst try toalign themusingtwomethods:anevaluator-
dependent constant temporal shift (EvalDep) [14] and dynamic time
warping (DTW) using a symmetric Sakoe-Chiba step pattern to limit
the warping distortion [9, 19]. Both methods are effective at correct-
ing the annotations for human lag time, but DTW’s allowance for
repeated values when locally stretching a signal leads to a distor-
tion in its structure (i.e., derivatives). We proceed using the EvalDep
method where each annotation is shifted a constant amount to align
with the true signal, which averages around 1.6 seconds in both
tasks. In other experimental scenarios with unknown true signals,
this temporal adjustment could be based on mutual alignment of
annotations to each other or to features extracted from the stimulus
(see [29] for one example).

Figure 2 shows scatter plots of the true intensity of the green color
per frame against the annotated values for each annotator. An ideal-
ized annotator with no delay, no perceptual bias, and no incidentally
or motorically added noise would produce a scatter plot matching
the straight dashed line. It is apparent from the scatter patterns in
these figures that each annotator deviates from this ideal in a unique
manner. The vertical spread of scattered points at any true green in-
tensity value represents the precisionwithwhich each target value is
annotated.Most annotations showan increased spread in themid-to-
upper range ([0.5-1]) indicating that this range of values is annotated
more inconsistently than, for example, values near zero (black color).

The general shape of the scatteredpoints for each annotator forms
either an arc or S-curve, so we opt to fit a cubic polynomial to the
data. These regressions vary in exact shape and location for each an-
notator and seem to characterize their individual perceptual biases.
Interestingly, though cubic regressions are capable of representing
non-monotonic S-curves, all of the fitted cubic regressions lie in their
monotonic parametric regime.

Figure 3 shows scatter plots of the forward difference in the true
intensity of the green color per frame against the forward difference
of the annotated values per annotator. As before, an idealized an-
notator would have a scatter plot precisely following the dashed
line. To help examine whether annotators locally preserve ordi-
nal relationships as mentioned in [5, 17, 24–26], we partition the
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Figure 1: Plots of the true target signal (bold) and real-time interval-scale continuous annotations of green intensity from ten
annotators in two separate tasks (left: Task A, right: Task B)
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Figure 2: Scatter plots of the true green intensity values against the annotated values for each annotator in both tasks. The
dashed line showwhere the points would lie for a perfect annotator. The orange curves are cubic polynomial regressions of the
scattered points.

points about zero to compare frame-wise agreement in trend direc-
tion. The plots have been partitioned into quadrants and colored
according to the percentage of total points within each quadrant
(numbered counter-clockwise starting from the upper right section).
Points in quadrants I/III correspond to samples where the true sig-
nal derivative increases/decreases and the annotation slope also
increases/decreases. Quadrants II and IV contain samples where an
annotation’s trend differs from the true trend. Together, these quad-
rants can be viewed as a confusion matrix, and when the points are

binned in this manner, it is clear that the trend error rate is relatively
low. There does not appear to be a similar partitioning scheme of
the scatter plots of annotation values in Figure 2 which can bin the
data across all annotators in a meaningful way.

Finally, Figure 4 plots the annotations over time where blue
line segments correspond to samples where the forward difference
matches the sign of the true target signal’s forward difference and
the red segments represent samples which do not match. Most of the
mismatches occur near transitions where the derivative of the signal
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Figure 3: Scatter plots of the forward difference of the true green intensity values against the forward difference of annotated
values for each annotator in both tasks. The dashed line shows where the points would lie for an idealized annotator. Four
quadrants are color coded according to the percentage of each plot’s points falling within them.

changes (i.e., near the peaks, valleys, and plateaus). Unless annotator
reaction times are perfectly consistent, one would naturally expect a
few samples to disagree near these transitions.We claim in Section 5
that an agreement measure should not heavily penalize these types
of annotation errors.

In summary, through the value-based and differential frame-wise
comparison of annotations in this experiment, we have observed
two key aspects of interval-scale continuous human annotation: (1)
annotators approximately preserve rank ordering when annotating
values (as shownby themonotonicity of the cubic regression), and (2)
annotators reliably capture the direction (increasing or decreasing)
of trends, but are less accurate in both annotation valuation and
trend magnitude.

3.3 Quantitative Analysis
Next we formalize our observations about interval-scale continuous
human annotation quality. Let𝑇 (𝑡) represent a time series of values
corresponding to the true construct target at time 𝑡 . Let 𝑃𝑖 (𝑧) be a
unique noisy perceptual distortion function for annotator 𝑖 for an

observed stimulus value 𝑧 (e.g., a shade of green). Our two observa-
tions about human annotator behavior can be formally expressed
as follows:

(1) Annotators preserve rank ordering when annotating values:
d𝑃𝑖
d𝑧
⪆ 0 (1)

(2) Annotators capture trend directions reliably:

sgn
[ d𝑇
d𝑡

]
≈sgn

[ d
d𝑡
𝑃𝑖 [𝑇 (𝑡)]

]
(2)

Using the chain rule on Equation 2 and notation𝑇 ′(𝑡)= 𝑑𝑇
𝑑𝑡

, we can
rewrite it as:

sgn[𝑇 ′(𝑡)] ≈sgn
[
𝑃 ′𝑖 [𝑇 (𝑡)]𝑇

′(𝑡)
]
=sgn

[
𝑃 ′𝑖 [𝑇 (𝑡)]

]
·sgn[𝑇 ′(𝑡)]

If we add back Equation 1, we deduce that these two terms are equal
since sgn(𝑃 ′

𝑖
[𝑇 (𝑡)])=1, which demonstrates that these two obser-

vations are mathematically consistent and complementary.
Eachobservationalso suggests anavenue for assessingagreement.

If one could somehow measure the degree to which an annotator
preservesmonotonicity (Equation 1), it could beutilized as ameasure
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Figure 4: Plots of the aligned annotations over time. Bluepoints and line segments correspond to sampleswhere the forwarddif-
ferencematches the sign of the true target signal’s forward difference. Red points and line segments correspond tomismatches.

of agreement. Unfortunately,𝑇 (𝑡) is unknown for most problems
of interest. Instead, we can exploit our approximation in Equation
2 for two independent annotators 𝑖 and 𝑗 to state:

sgn
[
𝑃 ′
𝑖
[𝑇 (𝑡)]𝑇 ′(𝑡)

]
≈sgn

[
𝑇 ′(𝑡)

]
≈sgn

[
𝑃 ′
𝑗
[𝑇 (𝑡)]𝑇 ′(𝑡)

]
=⇒ sgn

[
𝑃 ′
𝑖
[𝑇 (𝑡)]

]
≈sgn

[
𝑃 ′
𝑗
[𝑇 (𝑡)]

]
If we further assume that 𝑇 (𝑡) is a continuous function, we can
approximate 𝑃 ′

𝑖
[𝑇 (𝑡)] using a forward difference:

sgn
[
𝑃𝑖 [𝑇 (𝑡+Δ)]−𝑃𝑖 [𝑇 (𝑡)]

]
≈sgn

[
𝑃 𝑗 [𝑇 (𝑡+Δ)]−𝑃 𝑗 [𝑇 (𝑡)]

]
(3)

for some small Δ > 0. In practice, Δ will be the distance between
two adjacent annotation samples in time, which may not be very
small, but the approximation is valid provided that the sampling
rate is high enough for the construct dynamics. We exploit this key
relationship in Section 4.2 to define a new agreement measure.

4 MEASURINGAGREEMENT
In this section, we examine the metrics mentioned in Section 2 that
have been used for measuring inter-annotator agreement, and we

evaluate the benefits and drawbacks of each one based on our obser-
vations about human annotation and errors in the shades of green
experiment.

4.1 Analysis of ExistingMeasures
Pearson correlation is not agnostic to the effects of a monotonic
transformation of the sample data. As a simple example, we take
the true target signal from TaskA and apply a distortion mimicking
one of the “best” annotators. Annotator #7 has the lowest differen-
tial error rate on that task with an F1 score of 0.96 and aMatthews
correlation coefficient (MCC) of 0.92. We apply the cubic regression
from Figure 2a for ann7 to the true signal, then compute the Pearson
correlation with the unwarped true signal, which yields a value of
0.90. Thus, if we assume the cubic regressionmodels this annotator’s
perceptual bias, the best possible Pearson correlation score that can
be achieved is 0.9, even though ann7 arguably captures the shape and
structure of the true annotation better than this (using the F1 score
and MCC for rough comparison). A second drawback of this metric
is that it requires some variance to be present in the annotation. It
cannot be used to measure agreement over subsets of the annota-
tion in time where no variability is present or in situations where a
legitimate annotation for a stimulus would contain no fluctuations.



Concordance correlation coefficient (CCC) is defined as:
2𝜌𝜎𝑥𝜎𝑦

𝜎2𝑥 +𝜎2𝑦+(`𝑥−`𝑦)2

forannotations𝑥 and𝑦. It isbasedonthePearsoncorrelationmeasure
and further punishes annotations which have sufficiently different
mean values or standard deviations. Again, borrowing the cubic
regression model of perceptual bias for ann7 and comparing the
true signal to itself after a simulated distortion, we obtain a CCC
value of 0.43. Different perceptual distortions would cause pairwise
agreement values obtained using CCC to be difficult to compare.

Both Spearman correlation andKendall’s 𝝉 coefficients mea-
sure correlation from the rank order of a pair of annotations. As
long as the perceptual distortion function (approximated by a cubic
regression in Figure 2) is monotonic, then these metrics will remain
unchanged. However, one major drawback is their sensitivity to
prolonged errors in ranking. Figure 5 shows two example annota-
tions with very similar structure but a difference in the constant
annotated value past 13s. This minor difference substantially affects
the rankings and the Spearman and Kendall’s 𝜏 correlations of these
two signals are -0.119 and -0.194 respectively.
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Figure 5: Example annotations showing similar structure
but negative Spearman and Kendall’s 𝜏 correlations.

Mean squared error (MSE) measures metric deviation between
two annotations and thus is naturally impacted by any monotonic
perceptual distortion. Any differences in annotator valuations are
further magnified by the square of the error, meaning this metric is
highly unforgiving of value differences in spite of structural simi-
larity.

Signed agreement (SAGR) is a unique measure of similarity
initially proposed by Nicolaou et al. [20] for assessing the correspon-
dence of dimensional emotional valence annotations. The measure
is intended for signals on a [-1,1] scale where the origin is a concep-
tual reference point for the annotations (e.g., a neutral expression
with no positive or negative valence). This measure discards the
magnitude of the value assigned to each frame and captures how
often the annotators agree on the positive or negative nature of
an emotional expression in each frame. For constructs where there
exists a natural mid-point, this type of agreement measure over the
annotated values is interesting and warrants further investigation.
However, for many annotation tasks, such as the intensity of the
shade of green or emotional arousal, there is no middle reference
point and this metric is not interpretable or directly applicable.

Cohen’s𝜿 is computed by ^=1− 1−𝑝0
1−𝑝𝑒 where 𝑝0 is the observed

agreement among all annotators and 𝑝𝑒 is a measure of the random

chance of agreement. In order to estimate the probabilities of agree-
ment between interval-scale continuous annotations, probabilistic
models of annotators must be assumed or estimated empirically
(e.g., via binning). Either approach requires a supposition about the
annotation process which may be difficult to validate in small-scale
experiments. The correction this metric utilizes, however, to mea-
sure the relative agreement between two annotations above random
chance is useful and we revisit it in Section 4.2.

Cronbach’s 𝜶 , intra-class correlation coefficient (ICC), and
Krippendorff’s 𝜶 are group-level metrics which are not intended
to be applied to subsets of the annotations (such as pairs). These
metrics are useful for measuring the agreement amongst entire col-
lections of annotations, but are less useful for identifying adversarial
ones (e.g., from crowd sourcing) during curation.

4.2 Signed Differential Agreement
Based on our observations about annotator behavior in Section 3.2,
we propose that an ideal measure of continuous human annotation
agreement for data set reliability assessment and curation purposes
should be invariant to unique perceptual biases, and it should focus
on capturing consensus in signal structure and shape rather than
valuation. In order to achieve this, we propose an ordinal agreement
measure called Signed Differential Agreement (SDA) for measuring
agreement over construct dynamics in ordinal-scale continuous
annotations and which we claim also functions for interval-scale
annotations because of the high degree of ordinal consensus shown
in Figure 3 and captured by Equation 3.

For notational brevity, let 𝑥,𝑦 ∈R𝑁 represent the two annotation
time series 𝑃𝑖 [𝑇 (𝑡)] and 𝑃 𝑗 [𝑇 (𝑡)] respectively where 𝑡 ∈ {1, ...,𝑁 }.
Equation 3 becomes:

sgn(𝑥𝑡 −𝑥𝑡−1) ≈sgn(𝑦𝑡 −𝑦𝑡−1)

At this point, we could define an agreement measure that is agnos-
tic to human perceptual effects using any loss function with this
equation. We elect for a sum-of-delta approach and define SDA as:

SDA= 1
𝑁−1

∑𝑁
𝑡=2𝛿 [sgn(𝑥𝑡 −𝑥𝑡−1),sgn(𝑦𝑡 −𝑦𝑡−1)]

𝛿 (𝑝,𝑞)=
{
1 𝑝 =𝑞

−1 𝑝≠𝑞

(4)

This measure gives an equal weight to every annotation sample and
thereby avoids heavily penalizing short periods of disagreement.
This function’s range is [-1,1] like many other agreement measures
and also similarly interpretable. A value of 1 indicates complete
agreement, -1 indicates complete disagreement, and 0 means the
two annotations are mutually uncorrelated.

Many human annotation data sets contain unaligned annotations
due to annotator lag or varying temporal resolution due to asynchro-
nous input. If resampling is infeasible, [26] suggests that aggregation
over small (three tofive-second)windowsmaybe appropriate. In this
scenario, majority voting could be used to determine the prevailing
sign of the differentials within each time window before applying
the delta function when computing SDA.

Additionally, with this agreement defined as a similarity measure
over annotation samples, it possible to add a correction for chance



agreement for cross-corpora comparison [7], similar to Cohen’s
Kappa measure:

^SDA=1− 1−𝑝𝑜
1−𝑝𝑒

where the observed probability of agreement 𝑝𝑜 is measured using
SDAwith its𝛿 replaced by aKronecker delta function (𝛿𝐾 ) andwhere
the probability of chance agreement is approximated empirically:

𝑝𝑒 =
1

(𝑁 −1)2
∑

𝑖∈{−1,0,1}

[
𝑁∑
𝑡=2

𝛿𝐾 [sgn(𝑥𝑡 −𝑥𝑡−1),𝑖]·

𝑁∑
𝑡 ′=2

𝛿𝐾 [sgn(𝑦𝑡 ′−𝑦𝑡 ′−1),𝑖]
]

This is one possible formulation of a chance-corrected SDAmeasure,
with other formulations involving alternative estimation algorithms
for 𝑝𝑜 and 𝑝𝑒 . As we indicate in Section 4.1 for some of the existing
agreement measures, this corrected SDA formula is undefined for
signals with no variability. Therefore, this style of chance correc-
tion may be undesirable in domains where annotations have a fair
likelihood of being completely constant.

5 AGREEMENTMEASURECOMPARISON
To demonstrate the advantages of using the proposed SDA agree-
ment metric, we employ it in a few examples cases. First, we use it
in a simulated annotation setup and demonstrate that SDA captures
structural agreement while other existing measures do not. Second,
we apply SDA to real human annotations to show that the metric
offers complementary information in practice and that it can be used
to help identify potentially poor or adversarial annotations.

5.1 Simulated Task Comparison
Figure 6 shows two hypothetical annotations of the same stimulus.
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Figure 6: Hypothetical annotations of the same stimulus.

In both cases, these annotations capture a spike event near 40s
followed by a decrease in value. The primary difference between the
two is the rate of decrease near the end. In a real human annotation
scenario, this disparity is realistic and could be due to perceptual
differences or more simply an input error during the annotation
recording process. Either way, this difference, which accounts for
less than 10% of the total annotation duration, has a profound im-
pact on existing agreement measures. Table 1 shows pairwise and
group-level agreement measures for this example. SAGR is excluded
because there is no presumed conceptual reference at the midpoint,
and Cohen’s ^ is computed using 10 equally-spaced bins.

Table 1: Pairwise and group-level agreement measures
applied to the simulated annotation example

AgreementMeasure Simulated Task Value

Pearson -0.10
Spearman -0.36
Kendall’s 𝜏 -0.38

CCC -0.08
Cohen’s ^ 0.61

SDA 1.0
Cronbach’s 𝛼 -0.18

ICC(k) -0.15
Krippendorff’s 𝛼 -0.50

We contend that these annotations are sufficiently similar, and
if they were part of a larger collection of annotations containing
outliers, they should be deemed equally valid (or invalid) during
annotation curation. Though a contrived example, these annota-
tions are representative of the types of human errors observed in [5]
and the results indicate that SDA is the only measure that outputs a
number close to 1.0, virtually guaranteeing that the two annotations
would be treated equally (e.g., by a clustering algorithm). The large
disparity in agreement measures also confirms our prior analysis
concluding that other metrics do not easily or directly capture the
structural similarity in annotations.

5.2 Comparison usingHumanAnnotations
Next we compare SDA to existing measures in real human annota-
tion experiments, starting with the shades of green study. Figure 7
shows the Pearson correlation and ^𝑆𝐷𝐴 pairwise agreements for
the temporally aligned taskA annotations. Notably, ^𝑆𝐷𝐴 yields a
substantially smaller value for unique pairs of annotations compared
to its perfect self-similarity on the main diagonal. Since this metric
is sensitive to temporal alignment and annotator lag, even with lag
correction, it captures short durations of disagreement when the
trend changes (refer to Figure 4). What is most important about the
^𝑆𝐷𝐴 measure in this case is the uniformity of the values for unique
annotators rather than the exact agreement value [2, 21], which
indicates a similar level of structural agreement for all annotations.
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Figure 7: Pairwise agreement measures for task A in the
shades of green experiment; rows permuted via agglomera-
tive clustering.



To show how SDA performs on other real data, we examine anno-
tations from the RECOLA data set [23]. RECOLA contains interval-
scale continuoushumanannotations of spontaneousdyadic affective
interactions between French speakers, and it has beenhighly utilized
by researchers, inparticular for semi-annual emotionpredictionchal-
lenges (AVEC) [22]. Each interaction is rated continuously by a fixed
set of six annotators for emotional arousal and valence on a bounded
[−1,1] scale. The authors employ Pearson correlation, MSE, and the
percentage of positive samples (similar to SAGR) to assess annotator
agreement. For reasons mentioned in Section 4, we exclude MSE
and focus our analysis of the benefits of SDA in relation to the other
types of agreement. Because SDA is particularly sensitive to mis-
alignment, we applyDTW to temporallywarp the annotations using
a symmetric Sakoe-Chiba step pattern to constrain the maximum
temporal distortion to 3 seconds.

Figure 8a shows pairwise agreement matrices for Pearson, SAGR,
and^𝑆𝐷𝐴 across all six annotators for their annotations of emotional
arousal in one dyadic interaction from the data set. The correspond-
ing annotations are plotted in Figure 8b with the two traces from
annotators FF1 and FF2 drawn in solid bold. The magnitude and uni-
formity of both the Pearson and SAGR agreement matrices suggests
that the annotations co-vary similarly. The ^𝑆𝐷𝐴 measure, however,
highlights more subtle differences between the annotations and in-
dicates that annotations FF1 and FF2 are structurally uncorrelated.
This is apparent from the two annotations shown in Figure 8b, which
agree on the trend in arousal sometimes, but disagree about half of
the time. This example demonstrates that SDA offers unique infor-
mation when measuring human annotation agreement and can be
helpful when curating data sets.
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(a) Pairwise agreementmeasures inmatrix form; rows permuted via
agglomerative clustering.
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Figure 8: Example annotations of emotional arousal from
the RECOLA data set. Annotators FF1 and FF2 (bold solid
lines) structurally disagree about half the time.

6 DISCUSSIONAND FUTUREWORK
The examples and analysis in Section 5 show that the proposed
Signed Differential Agreement and chance-corrected ^𝑆𝐷𝐴 measures
yield interpretable and unique information about human annotation
agreement. When combined with other agreement metrics, this ad-
ditional information can helpmitigate the risk of improper inclusion
of adversarial annotations or exclusion of sensible ones. Thus, we be-
lieve^𝑆𝐷𝐴 , or othermeasures derived from the approximate equality
of signed derivatives across annotators (Equation 3), are useful tools
offering supplemental information to facilitate annotation selection.
Since SDA effectively ignores some of the structured biases present
in independent annotation (e.g., overshooting values as observed in
[5]), it may also be an effective reliabilitymeasure for reproducibility
and machine learning purposes [21].

The results pertaining to the shades of green experiment support
the notion that annotators incidentally output reliable ordinal an-
notations when asked to perform interval annotations while also
providing approximately rank-consistent valuations. This suggests
that there is more valuable information to be obtained from interval
annotations than simply an ordinal interpretation. In part, this idea
conflicts with views expressed by Yannakakis et al. [25], suggesting
that both interval and ordinal reliability suffer during interval anno-
tation tasks due to cognitive loading. Admittedly, the shades of green
experiment is cognitively less demanding compared to other tasks
probing expressed human states and traits, for example, annotation
of emotional expressions, which may explain why both interpreta-
tions are meaningful. A deeper investigation of the impact of cog-
nitive loading on annotation accuracy in both interval and ordinal
annotation scenarios is an interesting subject for further research.

Other items for future research include a deeper examination of
cross-subject differences in the S-curve distribution of annotation
samples from Figure 2. The unique shapes of these noisy mono-
tonic regressions may aid in unmasking and clustering differences
in perceptual patterns between individual annotators. Developing
alternative temporal alignment strategies for human annotations
may also prove beneficial. DTWs allowance for repeated values adds
noise to the SDA agreement measure, so a fast DTW-like alternative
which preserves gradient directions would be preferable.

7 CONCLUSION
We closely examine interval-scale continuous human annotations
in an experiment where a true target signal is known. Evidence
suggests that annotator perception can be modeled as a noisy mono-
tonic distortion function. We propose Signed Differential Agreement,
an agreement measure exploiting the monotonicity of annotators’
perceptual biases, and we show that it provides additional insights,
in both simulated and real human annotation experiments, when
measuring consensus to establish reliability. We conclude that SDA
is a tool to consider alongside existing agreement measures when
curating continuous human annotation data sets.
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